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Key Features 

● Source code is not required– 

beSTORM tests products 

dynamically 

● Finds vulnerabilities by trying 

attacks to see if they are 

successful 

● Tests at all levels, including 

network, protocol, file, 

hardware, DLL and API 

● Exhaustively tests the full test- 

space rather than focusing on 

a pre-set number of scenarios 

● Auto Learn feature quickly 

learns proprietary 

standards and specs 

(textual or binary) 

● Stable and repeatable tests for 

security compliance checking 

● 24/7 unlimited support with 

access to the Beyond 

Security network of security 

experts 

 
 
 

 
 

 
"We are very impressed with 
the beSTORM product. One 
notable feature is its flexibility in 
adding new and proprietary 
protocols. We are actively 
expanding the usage of 
beSTORM in our overall 
product portfolio as part of the 
standard security testing 
procedure." 
–Avishai Avivi, 

Sr. Director DPI Technologies 
Group, Juniper Networks 

Black Box Software Analysis Tool 

beSTORM® intelligently attempts every possible combination of unexpected 

input to uncover new and unknown vulnerabilities in software, files and hardware. 

By automatically testing billions of attack combinations, beSTORM ensures the 

security of products before they are released or deployed, saving companies 

potential millions in costs associated with fixing security holes after products are 

shipped. 

beSTORM can detect application anomalies and indicate a successful attack with 

almost no user intervention. 

 

The beSTORM Difference 
beSTORM is a dynamic testing solution in that it does not require the source 

code. beSTORM tests the product by presenting billions of attacks to the product 

in operation and can therefore be used to test extremely complicated products 

with a large code base, whereas source code testing tools do not easily scale to 

a large code base. 

beSTORM tests the binary application, and is therefore completely indifferent to 

the programming language or system libraries used. This allows a separate 

testing team or a third party that may not have access to the source code, to use 

beSTORM. 

beSTORM will report the exact interaction that triggers the vulnerability. 

Programmers can use the vulnerability report to debug the application, using 

their chosen development environment, to see what causes the fault. 

 

Eliminate False Positives 
beSTORM checks the application externally by launching realistic attacks. 

Resulting vulnerabilities are reported only if an attack has been successful. 

Source code analysis tools, by comparison, suffer from a large number of false 

positives. 

 

Find Vulnerabilities, Known and Unknown 
Static code testing tools typically run a certain set of case studies or scenarios, 

perhaps thousands or at best tens of thousands of case studies. beSTORM 

however performs millions and potentially billions of attack combinations. This is 

the difference between fighting yesterday's war (checking for known problems) 

and fighting tomorrow's war (checking for yet unknown vulnerabilities). 

 

Smart Fuzzing 
beSTORM employs a security auditing approach sometimes called "fuzzing" or 

"fuzz testing." Fuzz testing enhances software security by locating odd oversights 

and defects that human testers might fail to find and even careful test designers 

would fail to create tests to discover. Additionally, beSTORM uses Smart Fuzzing 

to target high probability vulnerabilities first for faster results. It runs the attacks 

most likely to succeed first, followed by a methodical expansion of attacks based 

on the chosen module. 
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Monitor for Vulnerabilities 
beSTORM includes a powerful 

monitoring function. The monitor 

element can run on the same 

system as the application being 

tested or reside on the network. 

It detects and records all buffer 

overflow, format string, or 

memory exception events along 

with the exact parameters that 

triggered the vulnerability. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

beSTORM users... 

● AT&T 
● Booz Allen Hamilton 
● Defense Info Systems Agency 
● Ericsson 
● Federal Reserve Bank 
● French National Railway 
● HP 
● Huawei 
● Intel 
● Juniper Networks 
● Korea Smart Grid Institute 
● Korean Air Force 
● Kaspersky Lab 
● Kylin Development Team 
● Lexmark International 
● Lockheed Martin Space Systems 
● Ministry of Defense, Singapore 
● Ministry of Defense, Korea 
● National Geospatial Intelligence 

Agency 
● National Security Bureau, Taiwan 
● National Security Research 

Institute, Korea 
● Parsons 
● Philips Healthcare 
● Samsung 
● Schneider Electric 
● US Army Cryptographic 
● US Army Medical Info Tech 
● Yokagawa Electric Corp 

How does beSTORM work? 

beSTORM delivers an exhaustive search of all possible input combinations to 

test input implementation for weaknesses. Comprehensive testing using billions of 

combinations is automatic. beSTORM uses prioritization algorithms to quickly 

cover the inputs that are most likely to trigger a security hole. 

 
To do this, beSTORM converts the communication specification into an 

automated set of tests and then places emphasis on technically legal but 

functionally erroneous and stressful cases. As an example, beSTORM 

automatically tries every input combination possible to create a buffer overflow. 

Another example: beSTORM will deliver invalid characters instead of a file name. 

beSTORM is not limited to specific cases; it will cover the entire search space 

given enough processing power or time. 

 

Features 
● Exhaustive software analysis – without the source code 

● Handles all communication standards. Even complex standards, such as SIP 

(used in Voice over IP products) 

● Flexible – Auto-Learn will test any proprietary communication standard 

● Attack prioritization algorithms–beSTORM starts with the attacks most likely to 

succeed saving considerable time.  

● No false reports–beSTORM emulates an attacker and only reports successful 

attacks 

● A powerful monitor detects when even the slightest buffer overflow, format 

string, or memory exception occurs 

● Protocol compliant–beSTORM converts protocol standard text into an 

automated set of tests by converting the BNF description used in technical 

RFC documents into attack language 

● Comprehensive analysis–beSTORM attaches to the audited process and 

detects even the slightest anomalies. beSTORM can find 'off-by-one' attacks 

and buffer overflow attacks that do not crash the application 

● Scalable–beSTORM can use multiple processors or multiple machines to 

substantially reduce testing duration 

● Tests the entire input range rather than just the product–can be used to 

test extremely complicated products with a large code base 

● Language Independent–beSTORM tests the binary application, and is 

therefore completely indifferent to the programming language or system 

libraries used 

● Reports the exact interaction that triggers the vulnerability thus allowing 

programmers to debug the application using their chosen development 

environment 
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Minimum System 
Requirements 

 
● Operating Systems: 

Windows 8 or better, Linux 

Redhat, Centos or Debian. 

 
● Drive space: 30 MB 

 
● Memory: 4GB or more 

 
● Processor: i5 or better 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
“Beyond Security has built a lot 

of automation into its 

technology, but not at the 

expense of accuracy. At the end 

of the day, you're able to 

eradicate all vulnerabilities and 

stop things like backdoors and 

intruders from getting on the 

network.” 

–Brandon Buhai, COO at 

Beyond IP, a Chicago-based 

solution provider 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Visit: 

Beyondsecurity.com/bestorm_protocol_list.html 

for the full list of modules. 

 

   Auto-Learning of New or Proprietary Standards 

beSTORM provides a simple interface that supports the creation of new test 
modules from a variety of data block types. These input types may be network traffic 
that beSTORM captured, a file sample that contains the network traffic captured 
using other means or a syntax describing an API. beSTORM uses these data sets to 
determine how the protocol or file is built. If the complete specification is available, 
users can create or extend beSTORM modules using an XML editor 

 

In screenshot below beSTORM has completed an analysis of the structure of a 

proprietary communication standard and provides a list of relevant options. 
Starting with the options selected, beSTORM’s test of this protocol will expand to 

cover the full range of possible variations – a test field that includes many millions 
of variations. 

beSTORM Modules, Partial List 

Wi-Fi: IEEE802.11, IEEE802.11 AP, IEEE802.11u, IEEE802.14.4, IEEE802.1Q, WLN-AP, WPA-
AP 

Industrial / SCADA / Automotive: CAN-bus, CAN-FD, EtherCAT, Ethernet/IPl, BVLC, EtherCAT 

over UDP, OBDII, IEC 61850/GOOSE, IEC 60870-5-104, IEC 61850 (MMS), PROFINET RT, 

PROFINET PTCP 

 

 

Transport Layers: IPsec AH, SCTP, SSLv2, SSLv3, TLS, Modbus 

Bluetooth / BTLE: RFCOMM (Bluetooth), SDP, Alternate MAC/PHY (Bluetooth), L2CAP, HOGP, 

HFP, iBeacon, GAP, GATT (23 bluetooth modules in total) 

Network Servers: DHCP, DNS, FTP, HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, SSL         

EDSA: EDSA 2.0, EDSA 401, EDSA 402 ARP, EDSA 403 IPv4, EDSA 404 ICMPv4, EDSA 405 

UDPv4, EDSA 405 UDPv6, EDSA 406 TCPv4. 

Files: ANI, BMP, DOC (MS Word), GIF, HTML, ICO, JASC PAL, JPEG, PAL, PDF, PNG, PPT, 

TIFF, TGA, UPX, WAV(PCM), XLS, HWP(Hangul). (23 file types in total) 

Hardware: ATT, HDMIv1.3, HDCPv1.1, HDCPv2.0, MCAP, OBEX, USB Request Block, USB 

Mass Storage, USB Host Testing, HSU.    

Low-level Network: ARP, Cisco Discovery Protocol, HSRP, HSRPv2, ICMP, IEEE 802.11, IEEE 

802.14.4, IEEE 802.1Q, IP, IGMP, LLDP, NAT-PMP, PIMv2, PPPoE, RGMP, SCTP, TCP, UDP, 

UDPLite, ZigBee. 

Network Clients: BFD, BGP, DHCP, Diameter, DNS, Dropbox LAN Sync Discovery, FTP, 

GTPv1(GTP-U), HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1, HTTPS/1.0, HTTPS/1.1, ICAP, IMAP, IPsec AH, ISUP (SIP-

I, SIP-T), ISAKMP (IKE), KIES, LDAP, LLC, LLDP, LLMNR, M3UA, MGCP (Megaco, H.248), 

NNTP, NTP, OSPF, POP3, Radius, RANAP, RIPng, RMI, RSH, RTP, RTSP, TAPA, SLP svrloc, 

SIP, SNMP (v1, v2 and v3 with/without MD5, SHA and DES), SMTP, STUN, SYSLOG, SSH, 

TFTP, Teredo, Telnet, TPKT (RFC 1006), VRRP, DVMRP, LDP, IPP, NFS Client, Portmap Client,  

SMB Client, STP. 

 

http://www.beyondsecurity.com/bestorm_protocol_list.html


 

 

Linux/Unix (i386) and Windows (Intel x86) support (32-bit) Windows 
 

 

Request a Free Trial 
beSTORM is available as a free 

trial download. Contact us using 

one of the methods below, or visit 

www.beyondsecurity. com/ 

black- box- testing. html 

and click the Free Trial image. 

 
 
 

Contact Us 

For more information, visit 

www.beyondsecurity.com 

or call us at 

+1.800.801.2821 (US) 

+44.203.006.3022 (UK) 

 
 
 
 
 

Four levels of protocol testing: known vulnerabilities, simple 
implementation, full RFC (+extension) implementation, and 
quirks (special cases in special products). 

 
 
 
 
 

Partial  

Does not require source code   

 

For pricing details, contact us at 
sales@beyondsecurity.com 

 

Integrated tests for known vulnerabilities with full information - 
from CVE when available  

Custom modules – build proprietary modules for in- house 
protocols, extensions, file formats and API definitions 

Tailored attack types (SQL injection, cross-site scripting, 

format string, add your own) -  

Add External DLL calls to your modules (special 
encryption, file/net operation, custom libraries) -  

Custom vulnerability detection support  

 

BESTORM, verb [be + storm] to 
storm; to rage 
–Webster's Dictionary 1828 

Buffer overflow, Integer overflow / underflows, format string,   

null byte, buffer poisoning, off-by-one, malformed encoding 
attacks 

Extended functionality to modules through standard win 32 API, -  

openSSL, Unix

Bookmarks - go back to past tests and regenerate scenarios  -  

Advanced optimization - focusing on prime subset of tests    

Supports IPv6, Ipv4 IPv4 only  

Auto Learn - Wizard to build new modules (of any type)   

Graphical representation of module and attack vectors   

 

Change test cases/order depending on result -  
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Automatically control speed testing settings from monitor   

“Packet capture to beSTORM module” converter (to easily 
create a beSTORM custom module) 

  

Monitoring tool to examine tested application   

Programing language independent   

beSTORM Version Comparison 

Feature Trial Pro 
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